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Pure enjoyment at the new CERVO Puro
A new name, a new interior, a new menu and a special changing weekly – with its
completely renovated CERVO Puro restaurant, Zermatt’s CERVO Mountain
Boutique Resort invites you to enjoy gourmet holidays at the foot of the
Matterhorn.
For six years now, the CERVO has been drawing visitors from all over the world to
Zermatt. Against an impressive Alpine backdrop, it combines the relaxed charm of a
hunting lodge with a meticulous attention to the comfort of its guests. At the
Mountain Boutique Resort, good taste is writ large right across the board – and
lately it has even been given an upgrade. Boasting 14 Gault-Millau points, the
CERVO’s own Casual Fine Dining Restaurant shines with a fresh brilliance, and it has
also been rechristened. Now the CERVO Puro, its renovated interior and tempting but
unpretentious cuisine are going to make an impression.
The CERVO decision-makers have redesigned the premises of their culinary flagship
in modern style, based on a muted colour scheme. Cushions, curtains and
upholstery in natural tones, together with lamps from the classic French lighting
specialist Gras, reinforce the chosen stylistic message. The new design gives the
restaurant a cosmopolitan touch, without losing anything of the atmosphere of the
cosy mountain chalet.
As for the cuisine, the new CERVO Puro continues to rely on its proven strengths. The
restaurant serves mainly regional and sustainably sourced products. Whether guests
choose to go for one of the weekly alternating set menus, or prefer a classic dish from
the small but beautiful à la carte list – the in-house recipes will impress them, combining
a native Alpine character with Mediterranean influences.
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